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Tough high-tech protection for the ears 

 

Ramsau, 03.06.2019. The company bachmaier® has developed a perfect companion for 

hunting with the hearing protection shooter. "Our goal was to develop hearing protection 

that attenuates impulse noise and sits perfectly in the ear so that the shooter can always 

concentrate on the essentials," says Fabian Kubicke, Managing Director of bachmaier®. 

"Eavesdrop like a lynx, perceive the game earlier, locate it more successfully and reach the 

target more precisely - permanently without hearing damage. The bachmaier® shooter 

makes it possible." 

The custom-made impulse hearing protection is equipped with sophisticated, active 

electronics. This reduces sudden, very loud sound level peaks to a comfortable level that is 

not harmful to the hearing. With the bachmaier® shooter, you can hear all ambient noise 

at the usual volume both before and immediately after the shot. This means that you are 

immediately ready for action again - without any whistling in your ears. The ambient 

volume can be selected via a 3-step control: Muffled, neutral or amplified. 

The bachmaier® shooter is custom-made exactly to the shape of the ear. As a result, it is 

hardly noticeable and fits like a glove in the ear. The use of soft silicone guarantees a 

pleasant wearing sensation: no pressing, no sweating, no feeling of being closed off. The 

hearing protector has been tested in accordance with EN 352-2 (general and safety 

requirements for hearing protection plugs) and EN 352-7 (insulation properties of active 

electronics) and is available from hearing aid acousticians.   

bachmaier®, based in Ramsau (Berchtesgadener Land), is a developer, manufacturer and 

service provider for products related to the ear. With a total of 55 employees, the company 

has been developing and producing custom-made products for the hearing aid industry, 

the hearing protection industry and the music industry for almost 30 years. 

More information about the product at www.bachmaier.de,  

(https://bachmaier.de/englisch_bachmaier/gehoerschutz/shooter.html) 
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